A Workshop on Professionalism and Vulnerability
October 27-28, 2017
School of Law, University of Leeds, UK
The Liberty Building, Moot Court Room

Friday, October 27
2:15 – 3:45 pm Legal Professionals and Emotion
• The ‘Soft’ Side of the Legal Profession: Lawyers, Emotion, and Concepts of Professionalism | Emma Jones (The Open University Law School, UK)
• Put Yourself in my Place... See if You Can Stand the Awful Hurt I Feel Inside | Jane Ching; Jane Jarman (Nottingham Law School)

4:00 – 6:30 pm Navigating Complex Professional Identities
• In Dependence: The Paradox of Professional Independence and Taking Seriously the Situational Vulnerabilities of Lawyers in Large Corporate Law Firms | Emma Oakley (Birmingham Law School)
• Between a Rock and a Hard Place: Criminalisation of Whistle-Blowers in the EU’s Counter Financial Crime Framework | Umut Turksen (Coventry Law School)
• Professional Employees as a Cadre of Vulnerable Worker | David Mangan (City, University of London; Osgoode Hall Law School)
• Professional Vulnerability in the Context of the Criminal Justice Process in England and Wales | Roxanna Dehaghani (Cardiff University)

6:30 – 8:00 pm DINNER

Saturday, October 28
9:00- 9:30 am BREAKFAST
9:30 – 11:30 am Building Professional Resilience
• Educating Resilient Social Work Professionals | Camilla Sabroe Jydebjerg (University College Zealand, Denmark)
• Professing Precarity: Thinking of Employment Law, Legal Higher Education and Contexts Beyond | Anastasia Tataryn (School of Law and Social Justice, University of Liverpool)
• Professions and Resilience- the Strengths and Limits of Geographic Collaborative Communities and the Significance of Place | Jo Cutter; Sundeep Aulakh (Leeds University Business School)

11:30 pm – 12:30 pm LUNCH
12:30 – 2:30 pm Values and Vulnerability in the Health Care Profession
• Professionalism and Vulnerability in Healthcare Field | Janet Delgado (University of La Laguna, Spain)
• Conscience Rights: A Source of Resilience for the Vulnerable Healthcare Professional | Mary Neal (University of Strathclyde Law School) Sara Fovargue (Lancaster University Law School)
• The Challenge of Teaching Shared Professional Values: How Can You know if Students have integrated these into their Professional Identity? | Valerie Farnsworth; Helen Millott (Institute of Medical Education, University of Leeds)

2:45 – 4:45 pm Professionalism and the Reshaping of Social Identities
• Trust as a Legal Concept and Professional Fiduciaries | Shabir Korotana (Brunel University London)
• Not Just Profits: The Fiduciary Duty of Corporate Leaders to the Public, Not Just Shareholders | George Shepherd (Emory University School of Law)
• Save the World on Your Own Time: Is the Attack on Professionalism an Assertion of a Normative Imperative to Maximise Profits | Graham Ferris; Nicholas Johnson (Nottingham Law School)

Click to register or learn more. Email questions to Rachel Ezrol (rezrol@emory.edu).